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Sometimes I get e-mails asking to help promote things and I'm mroe than glad to do it because I've done my
share of mailing people and asking for help with a project here and there. This one came in the other day
from an old friend Pete Lopez so I'm just going to post his mail here and let him explain it. The title is
freaking me out as it is...
Hello, writing to let you know about a fan SW DVD which if your interested can be downloaded
or viewed online. The DVD is called 'Thee Backslacpkping With Media' and its' focus is on the
media perception (corporations and individuals) of the SW phenomenon during the run upto and
just after the release of Revenge of the Sith. How this was accomplished was by finding as
many sources as i could which dealt with the issue and then cutting-up and recompiling those
clips into chapters which reflect societies themes and memes. I don't recommend watching the
whole presentation in one sitting, but chose a chapter which sounds interesting and go from
there. (info below) If you have any questions, let me know.
Thanks for posting your cut scene knowledge.
PeterALopez
Website : http://noneinc.com/tBSWM/tBSWM_FAQ.html
::Viewing Info::
Individual chapters can be viewed here:
http://noneinc.com/tBSWM/tBSWM_FAQ.html#DVDChapter

But I recommend considering downloading the whole DVD from here: "Download DVD Option Web"
http://noneinc.com/tBSWM/tBSWM_FAQ.html#WatchOnline

The DVD has additional audio commentary, bonus features and alternative subtitles which
provide additional insight.
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Enjoy!
- 375 Views - Hide Comments (1)
none - May 11, 2009
Hello comment expanding readers: (thanks T'Bone for the post)
As the creator i can say that 'Thee Backslacpkping With Media' is an odd strange project (some of the initial
reviews agree) which has evolved into this DVD. The FAQ was created to answer a variety of questions, but
everyone's take on this thing will bring up ideas i couldn't fathom. So if you would like something clarified let
me know.
What your viewing is a response of sorts to a variety of issues which surrounded the release of Revenge of
the Sith. But on a more approachable level, this is a lot of Star Wars TV packaged into chapters on a variety
of societal issues which were tangentally discussed by anyone and everyone. As a partial response to the
'backstroke of the west' the entire presentation has been translated into chinese and other subtitle varieties.
The title derived from this cross cultural contamination, the mainstream media often 'slacked' the facts and
that lead to a 'backslap' by individuals recording their viewpoint of this cultural phenomenon and releasing it
on their own. This production attempts to document this media shifting.
If you can spare sometime, all the chapters can be watched directly from the site. Check one out or i shoot
this ackley.
%20
Sorry, your account does not have access to post comments.
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